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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

TIMELY HINTS FOR FARMERS. No. 103
MARCH 1, 1914

JOHNSON GRASS CONTROL
Johnson grass is probably the worst weed with which irrigating

farmers of Arizona have to contend This pest has been the more
insidious for the reason that it has its friends, who have introduced
it from time to time for its grazing and crude hay values. Through
design and accident, therefore, Johnson grass has become generally
disseminated throughout the region, its abundance in irrigated valleys
being in proportion, usually, to the length of time that the district has
been under cultivation.

Distribution: Johnsan grass occurs quite generally distributed
throughout the region at elevations *of 5,000 feet and under. It has
been considerably sown by stockmen on the ranges, where both grass
and rootstocks constitute a useful addition to the forage supply; and
where, oftentimes, it assists in preventing erosion. Along water courses
it may be found throughout Arizona drainage basins, where seeds and
fragments of plants have been distributed by flood waters. Canal
banks are very generally infested with the grass and its seeds are quickly
carried by means of irrigating waters to fields immediately below.
Other agencies, such as hays containing Johnson grass, wee4y manure,
neglected highways and railroad rights of way, coxrtr.ib.tite to the
generM prevalence of this weed. i

$)®>m&^®g effects af Johnson grass: Johnson gpss adds greatly
to the cost of ditch cleaning operations* A fair estimate of the cost
to Salt River Valley, annually, for cleaning 200 miles of ditches is
1200*00 per mite lor Johnson t grass atone*



As a weed in cultivated fields it is an obstinate and aggressive
enemy, which, taking advantage of neglect, soon occupies the soil
partly or wholly to the exclusion of useful crops. A heavy stand of
Johnson grass easily depreciates the value of irrigated lands from $25.00
to 150 00 an acre. It may be stated, however, that soil occupied by
Johnson grass contributes a useful percentage of humus through its
decaying rootstocks and opens up heavy "slick" soil by means of its
exteiisrve root systems Other useful crops, however, of the sorghum
class accon plish the same purpose

Methods of attack: Procedure against Johnson grass varies with
the situation in which it may be found. On the open range, where
it grows in widely scattered locations, it is not practicable or, from
the stockman's point of view, even desirable, to eradicate Johnson
grass. Morever, in such situations it may easily be controlled by
grazing, and in time of extreme shortage fields of it may be plowed
and the masses of succulent rootstocks fed to cattle, sheep or hogs,

Along water courses, also, it is hardly practicable to eradicate
Johnson grass, which occurs in scattered patches in inaccessible situ-
ations along the margins of such streams as the Salt, the Gila and the
Colorado rivers. Seeds mature in such locations are swept by flood
waters down stream and find their way in part into irrigating canals
and upon cultivated fields. It has been pointed out that storage
reservoirs will probably act as traps for Johnson grass seeds brought
down by flood waters from overlying water sheds; and in course of
time we may therefore expect that a growing number of reservoirs
will separate infested water sheds from irrigated territory below.

Along canal banks, which serve as a principal means for the infest-
ation of cultivated lands, the present expensive and unsatisfactory
ditch cleaning methods may be, in large part* relieved by shade trees.
It is commonly observed that Johnson grass does not grow to advantage
under certain trees, such as cottonwoods, figs and olives.These useful
trees planted on one bank of a canal, would serve to utilize the waste
ground, afford a supply of timbers, posts, and fuel, and lessen the labor
of Johnson grass control.

As stated, however, in a subsequent paragraph, sheep may be
used as an effective and economic means of Johnson grass control along
ditches and canals.

In irrigated lands badly infested with Johnson grass, considerable
time and expense are necessary for its eradication. The plan of attack
is governed by the vegetative habits of the plant. Johnson grass
propagates itself by means of seeds, and of rhizomes or rootstocks each
joint of which can send out roots and leaves1 to form a new plant.



Operations against it should therefore be directed, first, aj j i 'mst the
formation of seed, and, second, towards the exhaustion of the under-
ground rhizomes or rootstocks. Ordinarily the formation of seed may
be prevented by cutting the plants before the seed is sufficiently
mature to germinate. This, however, requires continual vigilance,
as Johnson grass matures very rapidly in hot weather. Moreo/er, thi>
procedure does not prevent additions to the growth of root systems

The more thorough method of attack is that directed ajj.i. vrt
the underground growth of the plant The rootstocks, which bcrvc
as a storehouse of materials froja which new growth is ela'jo "at M, „ i I
which carry the plants through the winter season, can only bo depl fce 1
by operations which, while encouraging the develop .ieic of the pliit
sufficiently to draw upon the substance of the rjjntocks, yet p.eve its
top growth which in return contributes to ttu streigtti u^ th_i roo
systems To accomplish this purpose the top growth should be cut
back at frequent intervals. In the case of individual clumps or small
patches of Johnson grass this can be accomplished by means of a sharp
shovel, but the most effective means under irrigated conditions is sheep

Sheep may be confined or herded upon infested ditch banks and
on waste weedy ground, in sufficient numbers to keep Johnson grass
grazed constantly to the surface of the ground. Under these conditions
the rhizomes, with their stored-up materials, are constantly depleted
by the effort to throw up aerial growth. The result of one or two sea-
sons of this treatment is to eliminate rootstocks almost entirely and to
so weaken the plants that they may be destroyed easily by shovel
work along ditch banks or by shallow plowing and harrowing in culti-
vated fields.

It is estimated by Mr. Haltom of the XL S, Reclamation Service,
that the cost of ditch-cleaning operations along Johnson grass laterals
in Salt River Valley may be reduced from $235.00 by ordinary methods
to as little as $106.00 per annum by means of sheep operating in flocks
of 500, handled with dogs and herders. Not only is actual cash outlay
thus reduced, but this may be in large part returned through sales
of wool and mutton produced. It Is customary in European countries
for sheep owners to pay for the privilege of grazing public highways,
thus attesting the value of roadside waste and pointing out a way to
clean weedy infested ground, so often detrimental to neighboring
cultivated lands.

A cultural plan of attack suggested for fields of Johnsbn grass in
Salt River Valley is, beginning in the spring, to withhold irrigating
water from the infested tract; theii, as the grass pushes into growth,
graze it closely with sheep, in this way exhausting the root systems



without permitting top development. When the vigor of the plants
has been diminished by this means plow the field dry, and graze the
exposed masses of rootstocks with hogs, cattle or sheep. From time
to time during the summer, plowing and harrowing should be repeated
and grazing operations continued as long as anything can be found for
animals to consume.

At the end of a summer's opeiations on this plan, winter crops of
wheat, barley, or vegetables may be grown when the Johnson grass is
quiescent. The following spring, if Johnson grass has been eradicated
the previous season, when these crops are harvested the land may be
sown to some summer cultivated crop, ^such as corn or cotton. In
case, however, the previous season's results have not been wholly
successful a repetition of the first summer's treatment will be necessary.

Small clumps of Johnson grass may be destroyed by persistently
cutting them out at frequent intervals with a sharp shovel, as the top
growth reappears. This treatment will* exhaust and finally destroy
the grass. A weedy spot may also be conquered by covering it deeply
with a load of manure, by putting a hay stack upon it, or otherwise
shutting it away from light and air.

Various other methods have been proposed against Johnson grass
such as chemicals and steam. 'It has even been suggested that Ber-
muda grass may be sown with Johnson grass and both then ^frequently
mowed, this treatment finally leaving Bermuda' in possession of the
soil., Even theoretically, however, none of these methods have- any
advantage over sheep.

The Arizona Johnson grttss Idw: Recognizing the seriousness ot
the Johnson grass problem the First State Legislature passed a law—

1. Prohibiting the transportation by common carriers of Johnson
grass seeds or plants within the Slate.

2, Prohibiting commerce inJTohnson grass seeds or plants.
3, Prohibiting the sowing of Johnson grass in any form.
4. Prohibiting the seeding of Johnson grass along canals, public

highways, or railroad rights of way.

While this law aims in a general way to check the spread of John-
son grass, especially in irrigated portions of the State, its eradication
on cultivated lands is a matter of individual effort on the part of the
farmer. Sheep are without doubt the most useful and economic
means of accomplishing* this an,d should be considered a necessary
part of the equipment of Un,y fatfn,
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